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Abstract
Csaki and Vincze have dened in 1961 a discrete transformation T which applies to
simple random walks and is measure preserving. In this paper, we are interested in ergodic
and asymptotic properties of T . We prove that T is exact: Tk=1 (T k(S)) is trivial for
each simple random walk S and give a precise description of the lost information at each
step k. We then show that, in a suitable scaling limit, all iterations of T \converge" to the
corresponding iterations of the continuous Levy transform of Brownian motion.
1. Introduction and main results
Let B be a Brownian motion, then T (B)t =
R t
0 sgn(Bs)dBs is a Brownian
motion too. Iterating T yields a family of Brownian motions (Bn)n given by
B0 = B; Bn+1 = T (Bn):
We call Bn the n-iterated Levy transform of B. At least two transforma-
tions of simple random walks have been studied in the literature as discrete
analogues to T . For a simple random walk (SRW) S, Dubins and Smorodin-
sky [2] dene the Levy transform  (S) of S as a SRW obtained from the
paths
n 7 ! jSnj   Ln
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where L is a discrete analogue of local time. Their fundamental result says
that S can be recovered from the signs of the excursions of S; (S); 2(S); : : :
and a fortiori   is ergodic. Later, another discrete Levy transformation F
was given by Fujita [4]:
F (S)k+1 F (S)k = sgn(Sk)(Sk+1 Sk); with the convention sgn(0) =  1:
However, F is not ergodic by the main result of [4]. Our main purpose in this
paper is to study a transformation already obtained by Csaki and Vincze.
Let W = C(R+;R) be the Wiener space equipped with the distance
dU (w;w
0) =
X
n=1
2 n
 
sup
05t5n
jw(t)  w0(t)j ^ 1 :
We endow E =WN with the product metric dened for each x = (xk)k=0,
y = (yk)k=0 by
d(x; y) =
X
k=0
2 k(dU (xk; yk) ^ 1):
Thus (E; d) is a separable complete metric space.
For each SRW S and h = 0, we denote by T h(S) the h-iterated Csaki{
Vincze transformation (to be dened in Section 2.1) of S with the convention
T 0(S) = S.
Let B be a Brownian motion dened on (
;A;P). For each n = 1, dene
Tn0 = 0 and for all k = 0,
Tnk+1 = inf

t = Tnk : jBt  BTnk j =
1p
n

:
Then Snk =
p
nBTnk , k = 0, is a SRW and we have the following
Theorem 1.
(i) For each SRW S and h = 0, T h(S) is independent of (Sj ; j 5 h) and
a fortiori \
h=0
(T h(S))
is trivial.
(ii) For each n = 1, h = 0 and t = 0, dene
Sn;h(t) =
1p
n
T h(Sn)bntc +
(nt  bntc)p
n
 T h(Sn)bntc+1   T h(Sn)bntc :
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Then
(Sn;0; Sn;1; Sn;2; : : : )
converges to
(B0; B1; B2; : : : )
in probability in E as n!1.
Theorem 1(i) says that T is exact, but there are more informations in the
proof. For instance, the random vectors (S1; S2; : : : ; Sn) and (S1;T (S)1; : : : ;
T n 1(S)1) generate the same -eld; so the whole path (Sn)n=1 can be en-
coded in the sequence (T n(S)1)n=0 which is stronger than exactness. From
Theorem 1(i), we can deduce the following
Corollary 1. Fix p = 2 and let i = (in)n=1, i 2 [1; p] be p nonnegative
sequences such that
1n  ! +1; in   i 1n  ! +1 as n!1 for all i 2 [2; p]:
Let S be a SRW and W1; : : : ;Wp+1 be p+ 1 independent Brownian motions.
For n = 1; h = 0; t 2 R+, dene
(1) Shn(t) =
1p
n
T h(S)bntc +
(nt  bntc)p
n
 T h(S)bntc+1   T h(S)bntc :
Then 
S0n; S
bn1nc
n ; : : : ; S
bnpnc
n

law     !
n!+1
 
W1;W2; : : : ;Wp+1

in Wp+1:
A natural question which is actually motivated by the famous question of
ergodicity of the Levy transformation T as it will be discussed in Section 3,
is to focus on sequences (hn)n tending to 1 and satisfying
(2) lim
n!1 (S
n;hn(t) Bhnt ) = 0 in probability:
Such sequences exist and when (2) holds, we necessarily have limn!1 hnn =
0. This is summarized in the following
Proposition 1. With the same notations of Theorem 1 :
(i) There exists a family (i)i2N of nondecreasing sequences i = (in)n2N
with values in N such that
0n  ! +1; in   i 1n  ! +1 as n!1 for all i = 1
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and moreover
lim
n!1 (S
n;in  Bin) = 0 in probability in W
for all i 2 N.
(ii) If (hn)n is any integer-valued sequence such that
hn
n does not tend to 0,
then there exists no t > 0 such that (2) holds.
In the next section, we review the Csaki{Vincze transformation, establish
part (i) of Theorem 1 and show that (S; T (S); : : : ; T h(S); : : : ) \converges"
in law to (B;T (B); : : : ; T h(B); : : : ). To prove part (ii) of Theorem 1, we use
the simple idea: if Zn converges in law to a constant c, then the convergence
holds also in probability. The other proofs are based on the crucial property
of the transformation T : T h(S) is independent of (Sj ; j 5 h) for each h.
In Section 3, we compare our work with [2] and [4] and discuss the famous
question of ergodicity of T .
2. Proofs
2.1. The Csaki{Vincze transformation and convergence in law
For the sequel, we recommend to read the pages 113 and 114 in [7] (The-
orem 2 below). Some consequences (see Proposition 2 below) have been
drawn in [5] (Sections 2.1 and 2.2). We also notice that our stating of this
result is slightly dierent from [7] and leave to the reader to make the obvious
analogy.
Theorem 2 ([7] page 113). Let S = (Sn)n=0 be a SRW dened on
(
;A;P) and Xi = Si   Si 1, i = 1. Dene 0 = 0 and for l = 0,
l+1 = min

i > l : Si 1Si+1 < 0
	
:
Set
Xj =
X
l=0
( 1)lX1Xj+11fl+15j5l+1g:
Then S0 = 0, Sn = X1+   +Xn, n = 1 is a SRW. Moreover if Yn := Sn 
min
k5n
Sk, then for all n 2 N,
(3) jYn   jSnjj 5 2:
We call S = T (S), the Csaki{Vincze transformation of S (see the gures 1
and 2 below).
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Fig. 1S and T (S)
Fig. 2jSj and Y
Note that ( 1)lX1 is simply equal to sgn(S)j[l+1;l+1](:= Xl+1) which
can easily be checked by induction on l. Thus for all j 2 [l + 1; l+1],
Xj = sgn(S)j[l+1;l+1](Sj+1   Sj)
or equivalently
(4) T (S)j   T (S)j 1 = sgn(Sj  1
2
)(Sj+1   Sj)
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where t  ! St is the linear interpolation of (Sn)n=0. Hence, one can expect
that (S; T (S)) will \converge" to (B;B1) in a suitable sense. The following
proposition has been established in [5]. We give its proof for completeness.
Proposition 2. With the same notations of Theorem 2, we have
(i) For all n = 0, (T (S)j ; j 5 n) _ (S1) = (Sj ; j 5 n+ 1).
(ii) S1 is independent of (T (S)).
Proof. (i) The inclusion  is clear from (4). Now, for all 1 5 j 5 n,
Xj+1 =
X
l=0
( 1)lX1Xj1fl+15j5l+1g. As a consequence of (iii) and (iv) [7]
(page 114), for all l = 0,
l = min fn = 0; T (S)n =  2lg:
Thus l is a stopping time with respect to the natural ltration of T (S)
and as a result fl + 1 5 j 5 l+1g 2 (T (S)h; h 5 j   1) which proves the
inclusion .
(ii) We may write for all l = 1,
l = min fi > l 1 : X1Si 1X1Si+1 < 0g:
This shows that T (S) is (X1Xj+1; j = 0)-measurable and (ii) is proved. 
Note that
T (S) = T ( S); (T h+1(S))  (T h(S));
which is the analogue of
T (B) = T ( B); (T h+1(B))  (T h(B)):
The previous proposition yields the following
Corollary 2. For all n = 0,
(i) (S) = (T n(S)) _ (Sk; k 5 n).
(ii) (T n(S)) and (Sk; k 5 n) are independent.
(iii) The -eld
G1 =
\
n=0
(T n(S))
is P-trivial.
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Proof. Set Xi = Si   Si 1, i = 1.
(i) We apply successively Proposition 2(i) so that for all n = 1,
(S) = (T (S)) _ (S1)
= (T 2(S)) _ (T (S)1) _ (S1)
=   
= (T n(S)) _ (T n 1(S)1) _    _ (T (S)1) _ (S1):
To deduce (i), it suces to prove that
(5) (Sk; k 5 n) = (T n 1(S)1) _    _ (T (S)1) _ (S1):
Again Proposition 2(i), yields
(Sk; k 5 n) = (T (S)j ; j 5 n  1) _ (S1)
= (T 2(S)j ; j 5 n  2) _ (T (S)1) _ (S1)
=   
= (T n 1(S)1) _ (T n 2(S)1)    _ (T (S)1) _ (S1)
which proves (5) and allows to deduce (i).
(ii) will be proved by induction on n. For n = 0, this is clear. Suppose
the result holds for n, then S1; T 1(S)1; : : : ; T n 1(S)1; T n(S) are indepen-
dent (recall (5)). Let us prove that S1; T 1(S)1; : : : ; T n(S)1; T n+1(S) are
independent which will imply (ii) by (5). Note that T n(S)1 and T n+1(S)
are (T n(S))-measurable. By the induction hypothesis, this shows that
(S1; T 1(S)1; : : : ; T n 1(S)1) and (T n(S)1; T n+1(S)) are independent. But
T n(S)1 and T n+1(S) are also independent by Proposition 2(ii). Hence (ii)
holds for n+ 1 and thus for all n.
(iii) Let A 2 G1 and x n = 1. Then A 2 (T n(S)) and we deduce from
(ii) that A is independent of (Sk; k 5 n). Since this holds for all n, A is
independent of (S). As G1  (S), A is therefore independent of itself. 
Let S be a SRW dened on (
;A;P) and recall the denition of Shn(t)
from (1). On E, dene
Zn(t0; t1; : : : ; th; : : : ) =

S0n(t0); S
1
n(t1);    ; Shn(th);   

and let Pn be the law of Zn.
Lemma 1. The family fPn; n = 1g is tight on E.
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Proof. By Donsker theorem for each h, Shn converges in law to standard
Brownian motion as n!1. Thus the law of each coordinate of Zn is tight
on W which is sucient to get the result (see [3] page 107). 
The limit process. Fix a sequence (mn; n 2 N) such that Zmn law     !
n!+1
Z in E where
Z = (B(0); B(1); : : : ; B(h); : : : )
is the limit process. Note that B(0) is a Brownian motion. From (3), we
have 8n = 1, t = 0jS0n(t)j   (S1n(t)  min
05u5t
S1n(u))
 5 2012pn :
Letting n!1, we get
jB(0)t j = B(1)t   min
05u5t
B(1)u :
Tanaka's formula for local time gives
jB(0)t j =
tZ
0
sgn(B(0)u )dB
(0)
u + Lt(B
(0)) = B
(1)
t   min
05u5t
B(1)u ;
where Lt(B
(0)) is the local time at 0 of B(0) and so
B
(1)
t =
tZ
0
sgn(B(0)s )dB
(0)
s :
The same reasoning shows that for all h = 1,
B
(h+1)
t =
tZ
0
sgn(B(h)s )dB
(h)
s :
Thus the law of Z is independent of the sequence (mn; n 2 N) and therefore
(6) (S0n; S
1
n; : : : ; S
h
n; : : : )
law     !
n!+1 (B;B
1; : : : ; Bh; : : : ) in E
where B is a Brownian motion.
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2.2. Convergence in probability
Let B be a Brownian motion and recall the notations in Theorem 1. For
each n = 1, dene
Un = (B;Sn;0; B1; Sn;1; : : : ; Bh; Sn;h; : : : ):
and let Qn be the law of Un. Since T h(Sn) is a simple random walk for each
(h;n), a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 1 shows that fQn; n = 1g
is tight on E. Fix a sequence (mn; n 2 N) such that Umn law     !
n!+1 U in E.
Using (6), we see that there exist two Brownian motions C and D such that
U = (C;D;C1; D1; : : : ; Ch; Dh; : : : ):
It is easy to check that if ' :W  ! R is bounded and uniformly continuous,
then 	(f; g) = '(f   g) dened for all (f; g) 2W2 is also bounded uniformly
continuous which comes from
dU (f   f 0; g   g0) = dU (f   g; f 0   g0) for all f; f 0; g; g0 2W:
Thus if (Fn; Gn) converges in law to (F;G) in W2, then Fn  Gn converges
in law to F  G in W. Applying this, we see that B   Sn;0 converges in law
to C  D. On the other hand, B   Sn;0 converges to 0 (in W) in probability
(see [6] page 39). Consequently C = D and
Un
law     !
n!+1 (B;B;B
1; B1; : : : ; Bh; Bh; : : : ) in E:
In particular for each h, Sn;h  Bh converges in law to 0 as n!1, that is
Sn;h converges to Bh in probability as n!1. Now the following equiva-
lences are easy
(i) limn!1(Sn;0; Sn;1; Sn;2; : : : ) = (B0; B1; B2; : : : ) in probability in E.
(ii) For each h, limn!1 Sn;h = Bh in probability in W.
Since we have proved (ii), Theorem 1 holds.
2.3. Proof of Corollary 1
(i) Let S be a SRW and W1;W2; : : : ;Wp+1 be p+ 1 independent Brow-
nian motions (not necessarily dened on the same probability space as S).
Fix
0 5 t01 5    5 t0i0 ; 0 5 t11 5    5 t1i1 ; : : : ; 0 5 tp1 5    5 tpip :
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By Corollary 2(ii), for n large enough (such that bnt0i0c+1 5 bn1nc),
 
S0n(t
0
1);
: : : ; S0n(t
0
i0
)

which is (Sj ; j 5 bnt0i0c+ 1)-measurable, is independent of
T bn1nc(S). Thus (S0n(t01); : : : ; S0n(t0i0)) is independent of (S
bn1nc
n ; : : : ; S
bnpnc
n )
and similarly T bn2nc(S) is independent of (T bn1nc(S)j , j 5 bn2nc bn1nc).
Again, for n large (such that bnt1i1c+ 1 5 bn2nc   bn1nc),
 
S
bn1nc
n (t11); : : : ;
S
bn1nc
n (t1i1)

is (T bn1nc(S)j ; j 5 bn2nc   bn1nc)-measurable and therefore
is independent of
 
S
bn2nc
n ; : : : ; S
bnpnc
n

. By induction on p, for n large
enough,  
S0n(t
0
1); : : : ; S
0
n(t
0
i0)

;

Sbn
1
nc
n (t
1
1); : : : ; S
bn1nc
n (t
1
i1)

; : : : ;
Sbn
p
nc
n (t
p
1); : : : ; S
bnpnc
n (t
p
ip
)

are independent and this yields the convergence in law of
S0n(t
0
1); : : : ; S
0
n(t
0
i0); S
bn1nc
n (t
1
1); : : : ; S
bn1nc
n (t
1
i1); : : : ;
Sbn
p
nc
n (t
p
1); : : : ; S
bnpnc
n (t
p
ip
)

to
(W1(t01); : : : ;W1(t
0
i0);W2(t
1
1); : : : ;W2(t
1
i1); : : : ;Wp+1(t
p
1); : : : ;Wp+1(t
p
ip
)):
Thus the convergence of the nite dimensional marginals holds and the proof
is completed.
2.4. Proof of Proposition 1
To prove part (i), we need the following lemma which may be found in [1]
page 32 in more generality:
Lemma 2. If (uk;n)k;n2N is a nonnegative and bounded doubly indexed
sequence such that for all k; limn!1 uk;n = 0, then there exists a nondecreas-
ing sequence (kn)n such that limn!1 kn = +1 and limn!1 ukn;n = 0.
Proof. By induction on p, we construct an increasing sequence (np)p2N
such that up;n < 2
 p for all n = np. Now dene
kn =
(
n if 0 5 n 5 n0
p if np 5 n < np+1 for some p 2 N:
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Clearly n 7 ! kn is nondecreasing and limn!1 kn = +1. Moreover for all p
and n = np, we have ukn;n < 2 p. Thus for all p, 0 5 lim supn!1 ukn;n 5 2 p
and since p is arbitrary, the lemma is proved. 
The previous lemma applied to
uk;n = E[dU (S
n;k; Bk) ^ 1];
guarantees the existence of a nondecreasing sequence (0n)n with values in N
such that limn!1 0n = +1 and
(7) lim
n!1
 
Sn;
0
n  B0n = 0 in probability in W:
Now set
V n = (B
0
n ; Sn;
0
n ; B
0
n+1; Sn;
0
n+1; : : : ; B
0
n+h; Sn;
0
n+h; : : : ):
Using the same idea as in Section 2.2 and the relation (7), we prove that for
all j 2 N,
(8) lim
n!1
 
Sn;
0
n+j  B0n+j = 0 in probability in W:
Equivalently: for all j 2 N,
lim
n!1u
0
j;n = 0 where u
0
j;n = E

dU (S
n;0n+j ; B
0
n+j) ^ 1 :
By Lemma 2 again, there exists a nondecreasing sequence (0n)n with values
in N such that limn!1 0n = +1 and
(9) lim
n!1
 
Sn;
0
n+
0
n  B0n+0n = 0 in probability in W:
Dene 1n = 
0
n + 
0
n. Now using (9) and the same preceding idea, we con-
struct 2 and all the (i)i by the same way. Thus part (i) of Proposition 1
is proved.
To prove (ii), write
T (Sn)j+1   T (Sn)j = sgn(Snj+ 1
2
)(Snj+2   Snj+1):
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Thus for each k = 1 and i = 1,
T k(Sn)i =
i 1X
j=0
Pn;k;j(Snj+k+1   Snj+k); with
Pn;k;j =
kY
l=1
sgn

T k l(Sn)j+l  1
2

:
Denote by (Ft)t=0 the natural ltration of B, then Pn;k;j is the product of
k random signs which are FTnj+k -measurable. This yields
E[Pn;k;j(Snj+k+1   Snj+k)jFTnj+k]= Pn;k;jE[
p
n(BTnj+k+1  BTnj+k)jFTnj+k]= 0:
Consequently E[T k(Sn)ijFTnj+k ] = 0 and a fortiori
E[Sn;k(t)jFTnk ] = 0 for all n; k and t:
Suppose there exists t > 0 (which is xed from now) such that
lim
n!1 (S
n;hn(t) Bhnt ) = 0
in probability; we will show that hnn must tend to 0. By Burkholder's in-
equality, we have
E[jSj jp] 5 CpE
h 
S21 + (S2   S1)2 +   + (Sj   Sj 1)2
 p
2
i
= Cpj
p
2 :
Hence the Lp-norm of Sn;hn(t) is bounded uniformly in n and the same is
true for the Lp-norm of Bhnt because B
hn is a Brownian motion. As a con-
sequence, Sn;hn(t) Bhnt tends to 0 also in Lp-spaces.
From E

Sn;hn(t)jFTnhn

= 0 and using the L2-continuity of conditional
expectations, we get
E

Bhnt jFTnhn
 ! 0 in L2:
Since Ms = B
hn
t^s is a square-integrable F-martingale; we have E[Bhnt jFTnhn ]
= Bhnt^Tnhn
and Bhnt^Tnhn
must therefore tend to 0 in L2. So
0 = lim
n!1E
h
(Bhnt^Tnhn)
2
i
= lim
n!1E[t ^ T
n
hn]:
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This means that Tnhn ! 0 in probability. Now recall the following
Lemma 3 (see [6] page 39). The sequence of continuous-time processes
(n)n dened by
n(t) =
k
n
for t 2 Tnk ; Tnk+1
converges uniformly on compacts in probability to the identity process t.
This Lemma implies that n(Tnhn)! 0 in probability. But n(Tnhn) =
hn
n , so that
hn
n ! 0.
3. Concluding remarks
We rst notice that with a little more work, Theorem 1(ii) remains true
when the Csaki{Vincze transform is replaced with the Dubins{Smorodinsky,
Fujita transform or any other\reasonable"discrete version. In Proposition 1,
it is clear that there is no contradiction between the two statements. In fact,
by the proof of Lemma 2, the sequences (i)i2N are constructed such that
0 5 0n 5 n and 0 5 in   i 1n 5 n for all i and n. Let us now explain our
interest in relation (2). Suppose that (2) were true for a sequence (hn)n with
hn
n !1, then using the convergence of Sn;0 to B and Corollary 2(ii) applied
to Sn, this would imply that (B;Bhn) converge in law to a 2-dimensional
Brownian motion which is equivalent to the ergodicity of the continuous
Levy transformation on path space (see Proposition 17 in [8]). Corollary 1
asserts that this convergence holds in discrete time. However as proved be-
fore, such a sequence (hn)n does not exist and so the possible ergodicity of T
cannot be established by arguments involving assymptotics of T n. Thus the
impression that a thorough study of good discrete versions could lead to a
better understanding of the conjectured ergodicity of T may be misleading.
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